
How? By designing universal add-ons that can 
be used for all types of crutches, wheelchairs, 
walkers etc.

Our products as 
a service for your 

customers

A unique test 
experience for
your patients

Other suggestions for cooperation?

Who is My Add On?
My Add On improves crutches and wheelchairs, 
not only to make them more beautiful, but also 
to make them more comfortable.

Practical!

Call us or send us an e-mail with your story.
We are looking forward to your suggestion!

info@myaddon.be    +32479744324

Lean
your crutches 
against your body
or a wall

Support

Lift magnetic objects
Make sure that 
the magnets
remain in good contact

to free one
hand

You can click the magnetic crutches against your car, 
pick up your cutlery, keys and lots of other things!

Visit our website!
www.MyAddOn.be

Follow the updates on Facebook!
www.facebook.com/MyAddOn

Sign up for our newsletter!
www.MyAddOn.be/en/contact

Stay inf�med!

Register your problem at 
www.myaddon.be/en/contact. Describe your 
problem with the help of a context sketch,        
a photo or a story!

Bec�e a test p�s� 

Register at www.myaddon.be/en/contact.

Rep�t y�r �us�ati�

Thanks to your feedback, we can 
guarantee user friendliness.
Would you like to test our product 
novelties before they go on sale?

My Add On is always looking for everyday 
problems with wheelchairs, crutches and 
other mobility aids.

Tell us your frustration and perhaps we'll 
find a solution for your problem!

MySleeve
Become a sales 

point for
My Add On!

Sore
hands

Falling
crutches

Sweaty
hands

en



Against falling crutches
 and for a good grip:

2x Rolled sleeve
incl. magnet

Against 
the painful hands

2x Softening gel patch

For a smooth 
assembly

4x Manual
(NL, FR, EN, DE)

MySleeve

Awarded with the
Reva Nueva Award!

On the left: Ingrid Lieten - Managing director Happy Aging
On the right: Marie Van den Broeck - Inventor MySleeve

Daring Pink

Available in four personalities

Cheerful Yellow

Subtle Black

Trendy Turquoise

No more falling crutches!
The MySleeve has a magnet on top so that 
both crutches click against each other so 
you can quickly free your hands by leaning 
them against your body, a wall, a table, etc.

No more slipping due to sweaty hands!
The surface of the sleeve is covered with 
micro textures that allow the hand to breath. 
The material is skin-friendly and latex-free.

Easy to clean!
Thanks to the dirt-repelling silicone, the
MySleeve is clean in an instant.

Pick up your crutch!
Did you drop a crutch before they were 
clicked together? No problem, just pick 
up the other crutch with the magnet.

No more sore hands
The MySleeve contains a gel patch that 
distributes the pressure points of your hand 
and protects your palms from severe pain.

Disassembly without traces!
The MySleeve can be installed on both old 
and new crutches and it leaves no traces 
when the MySleeve is removed.


